Alcavis HDC, LLC
8322 Helgerman Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
1-800-726-2308

Bleach Wipes 1:50 - Single Towel
(1) 8 x 10 Towel (1,000 ppm Available Chlorine)
EPA Est# 65787-MD-001
EPA Reg No. 65787-3
Cat. # 090610
Lot # LMMDDYY ED MMDDYYYY
Net Contents: 100 Pkgs/Box, 1 oz. each
100 cloths, 8x10 each

Directions for Use:
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
• Use personal protective equipment (gloves) when disinfecting biohazardous surfaces.
• For heavily soiled surfaces, a preliminary cleaning is required.
• Open wipe packet.
• Remove premoistened towelette.
• Apply towelette and wipe desired surface to be disinfected.
• Treated surface must remain visibly wet for 10 minutes.
• Use additional wipe(s) if needed to assure continuous 10 minute wet contact time.
• Allow surface area to dry and discard used towelette.

Areas of Usage:
For use on hard, nonporous surfaces including stainless steel, chrome, metal, glass, vinyl, plastic, laminate, linoleum, glazed ceramic tile, glazed porcelain, and sealed or painted wood. Areas of use include: Medical, Dental and Laboratory Counters, Exam Tables, Carts, Dialysis Machines, Point of Care Equipment, Telephones, Sink Tops, Sinks, Counter Tops, Floors, Bathrooms, Tubs, Handrails, Door Knobs, Lockers, and Desks.

This product is not to be used as a terminal sterilant/high level disinfectant on any surface or instrument that (1) is introduced directly into the human body, either into or in contact with the bloodstream or normally sterile areas of the body, or (2) contacts intact mucous membranes but which does not ordinarily penetrate the blood barrier or otherwise enter normally sterile areas of the body. This product may be used to preclean or decontaminate critical or semi-critical medical devices prior to sterilization or high level disinfection.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage and disposal.
Storage: Do not store near heat or open flame. Product and Container Disposal: Dispose of towelette in trash after use. Do not flush in toilet. Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this empty container. Offer empty container for recycling. If recycling is not available, discard container in trash.
ALCAVIS BLEACH-WIPE 1:50

For wiping hard non-porous environmental surfaces and patient care equipment

1:50 Dilution of 5.25% Sodium Hypochlorite Bleach
1,000 ppm Available Chlorine

Active ingredient:
Sodium hypochlorite: 00.10%
Other ingredients: 99.90%
Total: 100.00%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION

FIRST AID

If in eyes:
- Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15–20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. Contact the Poison Control Center at 1-800-222-1222 for 24 hour emergency medical treatment information.

Precautionary Statements. Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals.
CAUTION: Causes minimal eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.

BACTERICIDAL
Effective in the presence of a 5% organic soil load against:
- Staphylococcus aureus [ATCC 6538]
- Pseudomonas aeruginosa [ATCC 15442]
- Salmonella enterica [ATCC 10708]

BLEACH-WIPE 1:50
Wipe has 1,000 ppm available chlorine

Net Contents: One (1) Towel, 1.0 oz.
Areas of usage:
For use on hard, nonporous surfaces including stainless steel, chrome, metal, glass, vinyl, plastic, laminate, linoleum, glazed ceramic tile, glazed porcelain, and sealed or painted wood. Areas of use include: Medical, Dental and Laboratory Counters, Exam Tables, Carts, Dialysis Machines, Point of Care Equipment, Telephones, Sink Tops, Sinks, Counter Tops, Floors, Bathrooms, Tubs, Handrails, Door Knobs, Lockers, and Desks.

Directions for Use:
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
- Use personal protective equipment (gloves) when disinfecting biohazardous surfaces.
- For heavily soiled surfaces, a preliminary cleaning is required.
- Open wipe packet.
- Remove premoistened towelette.
- Apply towelette and wipe desired surface to be disinfected.
- Treated surface must remain visibly wet for 10 minutes.
- Use additional wipe(s) if needed to assure continuous 10 minute wet contact time.
- Allow surface area to dry and discard used towelette.

This product is not to be used as a terminal sterilant/high level disinfectant on any surface or instrument that (1) is introduced directly into the human body, either into or in contact with the bloodstream or normally sterile areas of the body, or (2) contacts intact mucous membranes but which does not ordinarily penetrate the blood barrier or otherwise enter normally sterile areas of the body. This product may be used to preclean or decontaminate critical or semi-critical medical devices prior to sterilization or high level disinfection.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage and disposal.
Storage: Do not store near heat or open flame. Product and Container Disposal: Dispose of towelette in trash after use. Do not flush in toilet. Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this empty container. Offer empty container for recycling. If recycling is not available, discard container in trash.

Manufactured by:
Alcavis HDC, LLC
8322 Helgerman Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877

For wiping hard non-porous environmental surfaces and patient care equipment